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Abstract

Seungmin Han

Department of Mathematical Sciences

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

A tournament is an oriented graph where every pair of distinct vertices

are adjacent. It is used as a result of various competitions, such as sports

league result and preference. And as ranking, there are several linear or-

derings at the tournament such as ‘Slater order’, ‘Copeland order’, ‘Sorted

sequence of kings’. And competition winner is the first vertex of linear or-

der. We will focus on ‘Slater order’.

‘Slater order’ is a linear order pv1, v2, ..., vnq of its vertex set such that

| tpvi, vjq : i ă ju | is as large as possible. In this paper, We will introduce

several propositions for ‘Slater order’ and ’Slater winner’ and compare

with other linear orders. And also introduce branch and bound method

for computing ‘Slater order’ of the given tournament by using boundary

values of ‘Slater index’. Finally, we will introduce some open problems and

conjecture about ‘Slater order’.

Key words: Tournament digraph, Slater order, Slater winner, Slater in-

dex, King vertex

Student Number: 2014-22353
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A digraph is a mathematical structure that orients the edges of the

graph and is often used to represent some data. Among them, the tour-

nament is a digraph where every pair of distinct vertices have one arc.

This can be interpreted as a result of a preference for multiple objects or

a round-robin tournament in the sport. In this data, we can naturally ask

three questions: ‘How to convert the results of the data into a ranking?’,

‘Who is the winner?’, ‘How do we implement algorithms to calculate this?’.

If you turn the ranking problem into a digraph, ranking becomes a linear

order for all vertices in a digraph. And the winner is the first vertex of

linear order.

There are several linear orders in a tournament. This thesis deals with

three kinds of rankings. The first is the ‘Copeland order’, linear order of

vertices made in a large order by the out-degrees of vertices. For sports

data, out-degree is the winning number. It is the first natural ranking to

think about. The second is the ‘Sorted sequence of kings’ denoted by SSK.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This linear order is defined in order of good king vertex. This is very close

to the Slater order and will be explained in detail later. Finally, the ‘Slater

order’ we will focus on in this paper. In terms of preferences, this ranking is

a linear order that most faithfully preserves all preferences between objects.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I will cover the neces-

sary definitions in this paper. In Chapter 3, as the answer to the question,

Slater problem will be introduced and some properties of Copeland order

and SSK. In Chapter 4, I will introduce some properties of Slater prob-

lem, especially the properties used to implement algorithms. In Chapter

5, I will implement algorithms for computing the linear orders mentioned

earlier. Finally, in Chapter 6, this thesis is concluded by proving which

tournament can be considered the most complex case in ranking problems

and by introducing the most interesting example.
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Chapter 2

Preliminary

2.1 Basic definitions

First, we introduce digraph, subdigraph and adjacency matrix. In terms

of data, arc vi ÝÑ vj means ‘vi is preferred to vj’ or ‘vi beats vj’.

Definition 1. A digraph D consists of a non-empty finite set V pDq of

elements called vertices and a finite set ApDq of ordered pairs of distinct

vertices called arcs. We call V pDq the vertex set and ApDq the arc

set of D. A digraph H is a subgraph of a digraph D if V pHq Ď V pDq,

ApHq Ď ApDq and every arc in ApHq has both end-vertices in V pHq. We

say that H is induced by X Ď V pDq, denoted by D xXy, and call H an

induced subgraph of D. A digraph is called an oriented graph if it has

no pair of arcs of the form xy, yx.

Definition 2. Let D be an oriented graph with n vertices v1, v2, ..., vn. The

adjacency matrix of D, denoted by MpDq, is the n ˆ n matrix defined

by MpDqi,j “ 1 if vi ÝÑ vj and MpDqi,j “ 0 otherwise.

3



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

Because of the meaning of arc, the neighbor and degree of a vertex are

also important values in the ranking problem.

Definition 3. For a vertex v in D, we use the following notation:

N`
D pvq “ tu P V pDqr v : vu P ApDqu , N´

D pvq “ tw P V pDqr v : wv P ApDqu .

The sets N`
D pvq, N

´
D pvq are called the out-neighborhood, in-neighborhood

of v. We call the vertices in N`
D pvq, N

´
D pvq the out-neighbors, in-neighbors

of v. And cardinalites of N`
D pvq, N

´
D pvq are called out-degree d`Dpvq of v,

in-degree d´Dpvq of v, respectively.

The most problematic situation in the ranking problem is that the

tournament has a dicycle. But when you make a game, it’s a good structure.

Definition 4. A pv, wq-diwalk is a sequence W “ x1x2...xk of vertices

xi in V pDq such that v “ x1, w “ xk and pxj, xj`1q P ApDq for every

j P rk ´ 1s. If the vertices of the diwalk W are distinct, W is a dipath.

If the vertices x1, x2, ..., xk´1 are distinct, k ě 3 and x1 “ xk, W is a

dicycle or circuit. For the case k “ 3, W is called 3-circuit. A digraph

is acyclic if it has no dicycle.

Finally, we define the strong component digraph SCpDq of D. Note

that SCpDq is acyclic for any digraph D.

Definition 5. A digraph D is strong if for every pair v, w of distinct

vertices in D, there is a pv, wq-diwalk and a pw, vq-diwalk. A strong com-

ponent of D is a maximal induced subgraph which is strong. The strong

component digraph SCpDq of D is obtained by contracting the strong

components of D and deleting any parallel arcs obtained in this process.
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CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

2.2 Tournament digraph and special exam-

ples

Now we define the tournament, which is a special digraph we will deal

with, and the special tournaments we will cover in this paper. From now

on, the T used without mention represents the tournament and n is the

number of vertices in T .

Definition 6. A tournament T is an oriented digraph where every pair

of distinct vertices are adjacent. A tournament matrix MpT q is the

adjacency matrix of a tournament T satisfying the equation

MpT q `MpT qᵀ “ J ´ I

where J is the all ones matrix and I is the identity matrix.

Definition 7. Let T be a tournament with n vertices v1, v2, ..., vn.

1. T is transitive if T is a acyclic. There is a unique transitive tour-

nament with n vertices, up to isomorphism.

2. T is regular if n is odd and all out-degrees of vertices are pn´ 1q{2.

3. T is almost regular if n is even and half of out-degrees are n{2 and

the other half are pn´ 2q{2.

4. T is a circular tournament if, for any pair ti, ju with 1 ď i ă

j ď n, vi ÝÑ vj for j ´ i ě tn
2
u (otherwise, vj ÝÑ vi.)

5



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

Example 1. Transitive tournament with 4 vertices and circular tourna-

ment with 5 vertices.

As I said earlier, circuits are an unwelcome structure for us. I will intro-

duce two propositions related to the circuit in a tournament and concludes

the preliminary chapter.

Proposition 2.2.1 (Barthelemy [2], 1989). If T has no 3-circuit, then

there is no circuit in T .

By the Proposition 2.2.1, a tournament T is transitive if and only if T

has no 3-circuit. In terms of tournament, winning number or preference is

out-degree of vertex. Thus we define the score of vertex.

Definition 8. The score spvq of a vertex v in a tournament T is the

number of vertices beaten by v which equals the out-degree of v. The score

sequence ps1, s2, ..., snq of T is the sequence of the scores of its vertices in

non-decreasing order.

Using the score, we can count the number of 3-circuits of T .

6



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARY

Proposition 2.2.2 (Moon [15], 2015). Let T be a tournament with n

vertices and C3pT q denote the number of 3-circuits in T . If ps1, ..., snq is

the score sequence of T , then

C3pT q “

ˆ

n

3

˙

´

n
ÿ

i“1

ˆ

si
2

˙

ď

$

&

%

1
24
pn3 ´ nq if n is odd,

1
24
pn3 ´ 4nq if n is even.

The bounds are reached by regular tournament for odd case and almost

regular tournament for even case.

7



Chapter 3

Linear ordering problem of

tournament

Suppose T has a vertex that dominates every other vertex in T . This

vertex is called source vertex. From the data point of view, this source

vertex is the winner of the sport league or the most preferred object.

Intuitively, transitive tournament is the best case in the ranking sys-

tem since it doesn’t have any circuit. To make it more clear, let’s focus

on the property of the transitive tournament. We can easily show that a

tournament T is transitive if and only if every subtournament of T has a

source vertex. Also, every subtournament of transitive tournament is tran-

sitive. Using these properties, we get a natural ranking. That is, the source

vertex of T is the winner, and the ranking after that can be naturally

determined in the subtournament except the winner. Take a tournament

with 4 vertices as an example.

8



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Example 2. Natural ranking.

Figure 3.1: Transitive tournament with 4 vertices

Natural ranking of the above transitive tournament is r1, 2, 3, 4s and the

winner vertex is 1.

Conversely, if we get a linear order of some set V , there is a unique

transitive tournament which has a vertex set as V and a natural ranking

as this linear order. So, the transitive tournament can be considered as a

linear order. Now, let’s talk about a linear ordering problem that considers

how a ranking (linear order) will be given if a given tournament which is

not transitive.

3.1 Slater problem and its equivalent prob-

lem

As I said earlier, there is one to one correspondence between transitive

tournaments and linear orders. Therefore, for a given tournament T and its

linear order σ, we want to know how different T and transitive tournament

corresponding to σ are. The following definition is that value.

9



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Definition 9. Let T is a tournament and σ “ pv1, v2, ...., vnq is a linear

order of T . The remoteness rpT, σq is the number of arcs having a differ-

ent direction from σ. More precisely, rpT, σq is the cardinality of arc subset

tpvi, vjq : i ą ju. The arcs in this subset are often called reversing arc of

T with respect to σ.

In terms of preferences, a linear order with the smallest remoteness

value is a ranking that most faithfully preserves all preferences between

objects. Therefore, to make a transitive tournament by reversing arcs to a

minimum is one of the ranking system in a tournament. This is the Slater

problem.

Problem 1 (Slater problem of tournament). Given a tournament T , find

a minimum subset X of ApT q that we must reverse in T to make it tran-

sitive. Slater index 9ıpT q is the cardinality of minimum reversing set of

T . Slater order is the natural linear order of transitive tournament given

by reversing the 9ıpT q arcs. Finally, Slater winner is the first vertex of

Slater order. In terms of remoteness, a linear order σ of T is a Slater order

if and only if rpT, σq “ 9ıpT q.

There are several problems equivalent to the Slater Problem. I’d like

to introduce two of them.

Problem 2 (Minimum feedback arc set problem). Let T “ pV,Aq be a

tournament. Find a digraph D “ pV,Xq without circuit and with X Ď A

such that |ArX| is minimum over the set of digraphs defined on V without

circuit and with all the arcs belonging to A.

10



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

It is clear that the optimal value of Problem 2 is smaller than the

Slater index. However, Slater index and problem 2 have the same optimal

value [18]. The problem 2 is NP-hard problem, so is the Slater problem.

There is also an optimization problem where Slater problem is represented

as a matrix.

Problem 3 (Optimal triangulation of a matrix problem). Given a tourna-

ment matrix MpT q, determine a permutation matrix P such that the sum

of the elements located under the diagonal of PMpT qP ᵀ is minimum.

In this case, the sum of the elements located under the diagonal of

PMpT qP ᵀ is a Slater index and the ascending sequence of vertices corre-

sponding to the rows of the matrix PMpT qP ᵀ is a Slater order of T . Unlike

the Copeland order and the SSK introduced later, the uniqueness of Slater

order cannot imply transitivity. This is the reasons for focusing on Slater

order. The following example is typical.

Example 3. Let T be a tournament obtained by reversing only p1, 4q arc

from transitive tournament σ “ p1, 2, 3, 4q. This tournament has a unique

Slater order as p1, 2, 3, 4q but isn’t transitive.

Figure 3.2: Tournament that has a unique Slater order but is not transitive.

11



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

3.2 Copeland order

Now, I’d like to introduce other linear orders. First of all, the Copeland

order which is ranked in the order of winning number or preference.

Definition 10. A Copeland order of a tournament T is any linear

order obtained by sorting the vertices of T according to their non-increasing

scores.

Note that the out-degree sequence of Copeland order is reversed order

of score sequence. It is trivial that any score sequence ps1, s2, ..., snq satisfies
řk
i“1 si ě

`

k
2

˘

for k “ 1, ..., n´ 1 and
řn
i“1 si “

`

n
2

˘

. That’s because, for

fixed k, the subtournament T 1k “ T xtv1, ..., vkuy already has
`

k
2

˘

arcs where

d`pviq “ si. The following theorem states that this condition is a necessary

and sufficient condition for the score sequence.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Landau [14], 1953). The non-decreasing order of non-

negative integers ps1, s2, ..., snq is a score sequence of some tournament if

and only if

k
ÿ

i“1

si ě

ˆ

k

2

˙

for k “ 1, ..., n´ 1 and
n
ÿ

i“1

si “

ˆ

n

2

˙

The following proposition indicates that the uniqueness of the Copeland

order and transitivity are equivalent.

Proposition 3.2.2 (Moon [15], 2015). Let T be a tournament. T is tran-

sitive tournament if and only if T has a unique Copeland order.

By the Proposition 3.2.2, we know how much the tournament T is differ-

ent from the transitive tournament by comparing its scores. The following

index is defined for that reason.

12



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Definition 11. Let s “ ps1, ..., snq be the score sequence of a tournament

T . The Ryser index ρpT q of T is defined by

ρpT q “
ÿ

k:skąk´1

psk ´ k ` 1q.

Easy to check that ρpT q “ 0 if and only if T is transitive. The Ryser

index is a measure of the difference from a transitive tournament.

Now let’s look at one interesting property of the Copeland order. Like

the Slater order, the reversing arc can be defined similarly in the Copeland

order. Through the definitions and theorem below, we can show that the

number of reversing arcs of σ passing through one fixed vertex vp cannot

have more than ρpT q.

Definition 12. Let σ “ pv1, ..., vnq be a Copeland order of T . An arc

vj ÝÑ vi is called reversing arc of σ if i ă j. A reversing path of σ is a

dipath of T consisting of reversing arcs of σ. A reversing decomposition

of σ is a partition of the reversing arcs of σ into reversing paths of σ such

that the concatenation of any two reversing paths in this partition is not a

reversing path.

We can give an illustration of tournament as follow. Pick Copeland

order σ “ pv1, ..., vnq of T , and draw the vertices horizontally in this order.

Finally draw all reversing arcs of σ. All missing arcs of this illustration go

from left to right.

13



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Example 4. Score sequence of this tournament is p1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4q and

ρpT q “ 2.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of T using the Copeland order pv1, ..., v6q

The following theorem says that the cardinality of reversing decompo-

sition is independent of its Copeland order.

Theorem 3.2.3 (Charon and Hudry [7], 2003). Let T be a tournament.

For any Copeland order σ of T , reversing decomposition of σ contains ρpT q

reversing paths.

Proof. Let σ “ pv1, ..., vnq is a Copeland order of T and q denote the

number of paths contained in a reversing decomposition D of σ. For each

vertex v of T , denote n`pvq and n´pvq as the number of reversing paths

in D which has v as initial vertex and terminal vertex, respectively. By

definition of reversing decomposition, n`pvqn´pvq “ 0.

Moreover, we have q “
n
ÿ

i“1

n`pviq. For each vertex v P V pT q, let αv and

βv be the number of reversing arcs of σ which enters v and leaves v, re-

spectively. Then we have βv ´ αv “ n`pvq ´ n´pvq. If ps1, ..., snq is a score

sequence of T , then for any 1 ď i ď n,

si “ i´ 1` βvn´i`1
´ αvn´i`1

“ i´ 1` n`pvn´i`1q ´ n
´
pvn´i`1q.

14



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Notice that si ą i´ 1 if and only if n`pvn´i`1q ą 0 so,

ρpT q “
ÿ

i:siąi´1

psi ´ i` 1q

“
ÿ

i:n`pvn´i`1qą0

n`pvn´i`1q ´ n
´
pvn´i`1q

“

n
ÿ

i“1

n`pviq “ q. �

By the following theorem, we can show the property of the Copeland

order mentioned above.

Corollary 3.2.4 (Charon and Hudry [7], 2003). Let T be a tournament

and σ “ pv1, ..., vnq be a Copeland order of T . For any 1 ď p ă n, the

number of reversing arc of σ starting from tvp`1, ..., vnu to tv1, ..., vpu is

less than or equal to ρpT q.

Proof. Pick one reversing decomposition D of σ. Let X be a subset

of reversing arcs of σ that start from tvp`1, ..., vnu to tv1, ..., vpu. For each

reversing arc a P X, there is a unique reversing path P paq in D which

contains the arc a. For two distinct arcs a, b P X, P paq, P pbq are different

reversing paths in D. By the Theorem 3.2.3, |X| ď |D| “ ρpT q.�

15



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

3.3 Sorted sequence of kings

Introduce the sorted sequence of kings as the second other linear order.

This linear order is defined in order of good king vertices and it is closely

related to the Slater order. The definitions are as follows.

Definition 13. A king in a tournament T is a vertex v such that tvu Y

N`pvq Y N``pvq “ V pT q where N`pvq is the first out-neighborhood of v

and N``pvq is the second out-neighborhood of v. A sorted sequence of

kings in a tournament T is an ordered list of its vertices pv1, v2, ..., vnq

such that vi dominates vi`1 and vi is a king in the subtournament of T

induced by tvj : i ď j ď nu. ( Notation : SSK )

To show the existence of the SSK in all tournaments, the existence of

king vertex must first be shown. Note that, unlike the lemma, there is also

a king vertex that is not a maximal out-degree(MOD) vertex.

Lemma 3.3.1. Every tournament has a king. Especially all vertices that

have the maximum score are kings.

Proposition 3.3.2 (Shen [17], 2003). A sorted sequence of kings exists in

any tournament T .

Proof. We prove this by induction on |V pT q| = n. Trivial for n “ 1, 2.

For n ě 3, let v be a king of T . Denote T1 and T2 as subtournaments of

T generated by N´pvq and N`pvq, respectively. By induction, T1 and T2

have their own SSK. Let pu1, ..., upq be a SSK of T1 and pw1, ..., wn´p´1q be

a SSK of T2. Then pu1, ..., up, v, w1, ..., wn´p´1q is a SSK of T . �

16



CHAPTER 3. LINEAR ORDERING PROBLEM OF TOURNAMENT

Finally, we conclude this chapter after showing that the uniqueness of

the SSK, like the Copeland order, is equivalent to the transtivity.

Lemma 3.3.3. A tournament T has a unique SSK as pv1, v2, ..., vnq, the

subtournament generated by V pT qr tv1u has a unique SSK as pv2, ..., vnq.

Proof. Suppose the subtournament generated by V pT q r tv1u has

another SSK as pu2, ..., unq. Since v1 is a king vertex of T , N`pv1q ‰ H. Let

p be the smallest index such that v1 ÝÑ up. Then pu2, ..., up´1, v1, up, ..., unq

is another SSK of T . This is a contradiction. �

Proposition 3.3.4 (Shen [17], 2003). Let T be a tournament. T is tran-

sitive tournament if and only if T has a unique sorted sequence of kings.

Proof. Since transitive tournament has a unique king vertex as a

source vertex and every subtournament of transitive tournament is also

transitive. Conversely, we prove this by induction on |V pT q| “ n. Trivial

for n “ 1, 2. Suppose n ě 3 and let pv1, v2, ..., vnq be the unique SSK of

T . By the Lemma 3.3.3, the subtournament generated by V pT q r tv1u is

a transitive tournament by induction. Suppose N´pv1q ‰ H. By the proof

of proposition 3.3.2, there is another SSK pu1, ..., up, v1, w1, ..., wn´p´1q of

T which is a contradiction. So, N´pv1q “ H that is v1 dominates vj for all

1 ă j ď n. That implies T is transitive. �
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Chapter 4

Properties of Slater problem

4.1 Slater order

Now, focus on the Slater order. First of all, we introduce the Proposi-

tion 4.1.1 which is the most used in this paper. After that, we will show how

to make the Slater order from a given Slater order and what the reversing

arc is. Finally, look at the properties used in algorithm and relationship to

other linear orders.

The proposition 4.1.1 shows that any suborder of Slater order is also

Slater order of subtournament and the boundary values of degrees of the

front and rear vertices. Many of properties we will see in the paper are

proved by this proposition.
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Proposition 4.1.1 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], 2018). Let T be a tourna-

ment and pv1, v2, ..., vnq be a Slater order of T . For any two indices i, j with

1 ď i ă j ď n, let T 1 be the subtournament of T generated by tvi, ..., vju.

1. The suborder pvi, ..., vjq is a Slater order of T 1.

2. In T 1, d`pviq ě r
j´i
2

s and d´pvjq ě r
j´i
2

s where d`pviq is the out-

degree of vi and d´pvjq is the in-degree of vj.

By this proposition, vi dominates vi`1 for all 1 ď i ă n, so the sequence

v1v2...vn is a Hamiltonian directed path of T .

Proof. Given two subsets X,X 1 Ď V pT q, define AT pX,X
1q as

AT pX,X
1
q “ tpu, vq : u P X, v P X 1

u Ď ApT q.

Let T1 and T2 be subtournaments of T generated by X1 “ tv1, ..., vi´1u

and X2 “ tvj`1, ..., vnu, respectively, and denote three linear orders

σ1 “ pv1, ..., vi´1q, σ
1
“ pvi, ..., vjq, σ2 “ pvj`1, ..., vnq.

Then the Slater index of T satisfies this equation.

9ıpT q “ rpT1, σ1q ` rpT
1, σ1q ` rpT2, σ2q

` |Aptvi, ..., vju , X1q| ` |ApX2, X1q| ` |ApX2, tvi, ..., vjuq|

Suppose σ1 is not a Slater order of T 1 and let τ “ pwi, ..., wjq be a Slater

order of T 1. Then the inequality rpT 1, σ1q ą rpT 1, τq holds.
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Consider the linear order φ “ pv1, ..., vi´1, wi, ..., wj, vj`1, ..., vnq of T . Then

rpT, φq “ rpT1, σ1q ` rpT
1, τq ` rpT2, σ2q

` |Aptvi, ..., vju , X1q| ` |ApX2, X1q| ` |ApX2, tvi, ..., vjuq|

So rpT, φq ă rpT, σq “ 9ıpT q which is a contradiction.

For the second statement, since we showed that pvi, ..., vjq is a Slater

order of T 1. It is enough to show that d`pv1q ě rn´1
2

s and d´pvnq ě rn´1
2

s

in T . Suppose d`pv1q ă rn´1
2

s. This implies d`pv1q ă d´pv1q. Consider a

new linear order σ1 “ pv2, v3, ..., vn, v1q and denote X “ V pT q r tv1u and

τ “ pv2, ..., vnq. Then we get

rpT, σq “ rpT xXy , τq ` |ApX, tv1uq| “ rpT xXy , τq ` d´pv1q

rpT, σ1q “ rpT xXy , τq ` |Aptv1u, Xq| “ rpT xXy , τq ` d`pv1q

which is a contradiction. We can show d´pvnq ě rn´1
2

s similarly. �

4.1.1 Making another Slater order

Now I‘d like to introduce two ways to create a different Slater order

from a given Slater order. If you look closely at the definition of the Slater

order, you can see that other linear orders with the same remoteness are

also Slater orders. That’s our first way. The second method is to be used

as a solution for the tournament of the ‘Seymour’s second neighborhood

conjecture’ [13]. This is also introduced later because it can be seen from

the Slater winner’s view.
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Proposition 4.1.2 (Charon and Hudry [9], 2011). Let pv1, v2, ..., vnq be a

Slater order of T . If vi beats exactly half the vertices vi`1, ..., vn, the order

pv1, ..., vi´1, vi`1, ..., vn, viq is also a Slater order of T . Similarly, if vi beats

exactly half the vertices v1, ..., vi´1, then the order pxi, x1, ..., xi´1, xi`1, ..., xnq

is also a Slater order of T .

To define a new linear order called sedimentation Sedpσq from the given

Slater order σ, define σ-good and σ-bad. Note that it is defined from the

neighborhoods of the last vertex of the Slater order σ.

Definition 14. Let σ “ pv1, ..., vnq be a Slater order of T . A vertex vj P

N´pvnq is σ-good if there exists a vertex vi P N
`pvnq, with i ă j, such

that vi ÝÑ vj. Otherwise vj is σ-bad. We denote by Gσ the set of σ-good

vertices.

The following lemma allows us to define Sedpσq. Note that this in-

equality of the Lemma 4.1.3 is used to show the property of the Slater

winner.

Lemma 4.1.3 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], 2018). Let σ “ pv1, ..., vnq be

a Slater order of T . Then |N`pvnq| ď |Gσ|.

Now define a sedimentation of σ and show it’s also Slater order.

Definition 15. A sedimentation of σ is denoted by Sedpσq and defined

as follow. If |N`pvnq| ă |Gσ|, then Sedpσq “ σ. If |N`pvnq| “ |Gσ|, we

denote by b1, ..., bk the σ-bad vertices and by w1, ..., wn´1´k the vertices of

N`pvnq Y Gσ, both enumerated in increasing order with respect to σ. In

this case, Sedpσq is the order pb1, ..., bk, vn, w1, ..., wn´1´kq.

Theorem 4.1.4 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], 2018). If σ is a Slater order

of a tournament T , then Sedpσq is also a Slater order of T .
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4.1.2 Reversing arc in Slater order

Now let’s find out what arc is a reversing arc in the Slater order. Since

circuit is a bad structure and tournament without 3-circuit have no circuits,

intuitively we can see the Proposition 4.1.5.

Proposition 4.1.5 (Charon and Hudry, [8], 2010). Let T be a tournament.

The arcs whose the orientations are reversed in T to obtain a Slater order

all belong to 3-circuits of T .

Let’s find out what arcs of 3-circuit is made of. The following new

definition is needed.

Definition 16. Let v and w be two vertices of a tournament T . We say

that v covers w if N`pwq Ď N`pvq. If no vertex covers v, then v is called

uncovered vertex of T . Denote the set of all uncovered vertices of T as

UCpT q.

Observe that v covers w implies v ÝÑ w and this relation is a transitive

and asymmetric relation on V pT q. So UCpT q is nonempty and the set of

maximum elements of this relation.

Proposition 4.1.6 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). Let T be a tournament.

An arc v ÝÑ w belongs to a 3-circuit of T if and only if w is not covered

by v.

Now, we can show the following corollary by using the Proposition

4.1.5 and the Proposition 4.1.6. By the Corollary 4.1.7, any Slater order is

a linear extension of the partial order defined by the covering relation.

Corollary 4.1.7. Let v and w be two vertices of a tournament T . If v

covers w, then v is before w in any Slater order of T .
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Finally, we end this subsection by showing uncovered vertex and king

vertex, which seemed to an irrelevant relationship, are the same vertex.

This subset is important in the Slater winner section.

Proposition 4.1.8 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). Let T be a tournament.

Then UCpT q “ KpT q where UCpT q is the set of all uncovered vertices of

T and KpT q is the set of all king vertices of T .

4.1.3 Properties used in algorithm

Now, look at the most important properties of Slater order used in the

algorithm. First, by the Definition 5, acyclic ordering is well-defined in the

tournament.

Definition 17. An acyclic ordering D1, D2, ..., Dr of a given digraph D

is a labelling of strong components of D such that there is no arc from Di

to Dj unless i ă j.

Suppose we consider acyclic ordering D1, ..., Dr as one vertex each,

then the tournament which is generated by these vertices is transitive.

Therefore, it is intuitive to think that Slater order should be made in this

ordering. The following lemma and theorem prove this fact.

Lemma 4.1.9. For any Slater order of T , the vertices in T1 are always

ahead of the vertices in the other strong components of T .

Proof. Suppose not. Then there is a Slater order σ “ pv1, ..., vnq with

i the smallest index such that vi P T1 but behind some vertices in other

strong components. If v1 R T1, define τ “ pvi, v1, ..., q. Otherwise, there is

the largest index p such that vj P T1 for all 1 ď j ď p. In this case, define

τ “ pv1, ..., vp, vi, vp`1, ..., vnq. Clearly in both cases, rpT, τq ă rpT, σq “

9ıpT q which is a contradiction. �
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Theorem 4.1.10 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). Let T be a tournament

and T1, ..., Tr be an acyclic ordering of T . Then any Slater order of T is a

concatenation of σ1, ..., σr where σi is a Slater order of Ti.

Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of strong compo-

nents of T . Trivial for r “ 1. Assume now r ą 1. For any Slater order σ

of T , consider the suborder σ1 obtained by deleting all vertices in V pT1q

from the σ. Then σ1 is a Slater order of subtournament T 1 generated by

V pT qrV pT1q. Since T 1 has r´1 strong components as T2, ..., Tr, the proof

is done. �

There is something you can think of as acyclic ordering. They are two

vertices with similar neighborhoods. When two candidates show the same

preference as other candidates except for the preference between them, the

two candidates can be said similar. This concept is similar candidates. It

is intuitive thinking that similar candidates are in the same block in the

rankings. However, this is not work in all Slater orders. By showing that

there is always a Slater order in the form of a similar candidates block, we

use this concept if you need just one Slater order.

Definition 18. Let T be a tournament. A subset S Ď V pT q consists of

similar candidates if for any s1, s2 P S and v P V pT q r S, s1 ÝÑ v if

and only if s2 ÝÑ v.

By the following proposition, similar candidates can also give partition

of V pT q, like a strong component.

Proposition 4.1.11 (Conitzer [11], 2006). If each of S1 and S2 consists

of similar candidates and S1 X S2 ‰ H, then S1 Y S2 consists of similar

candidates.
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Now, let’s look at the relationship between the given Slater order and

the similar candidates of T and prove what we want to see.

Theorem 4.1.12 (Han, 2019). Let T be a tournament and S consist of

similar candidates of T . If there is a Slater order σ “ p..., s1, c1, ..., ck, s2, ...q

of T such that s1, s2 P S, X “ tciu Ď V pT qr S, then k is an even integer

and there is a partition X1, X2 of X such that S ÝÑ X1, X2 ÝÑ S with

|X1| “ |X2| “ k{2. Finally, s1 dominates s2.

Proof. Suppose k “ 2m ` 1 for some non-negative integer m. Since

s1, s2 are similar candidates, |Apts1u, Xq| “ |Apts2u, Xq| and |ApX, ts1uq| “

|ApX, ts2uq|. By the Proposition 4.1.1, |Apts1u, Xq| ě m`1 and |ApX, ts2uq| ě

m` 1. Therefore |Apts1u, Xq| ` |ApX, ts1uq| ě 2m` 2, but |Apts1u, Xq| `

|ApX, ts1uq| “ 2m` 1 which is a contradiction.

So, k is an even integer. Let k “ 2m. Then |Apts1u, Xq| ě m, |ApX, ts2uq| ě

m imply |ApX, tsjuq| “ |Aptsju, Xq| “ m for all j “ 1, 2. Therefore, there

is a partition X1, X2 of X satisfying above condition. Finally, consider the

suborder ps1, c1, ..., ck, s2q. By Proposition 4.1.1, |Apts1u, XYts2uq| ě m`1.

So s1 ÝÑ s2. �

Corollary 4.1.13. Let T be a tournament and S consist of similar can-

didates. Then there is a Slater order of T in which the vertices of S form

a block.

Proof. Let σ be a Slater order of T . If all vertices in S form a block

in σ, we’re done. Suppose not. Then σ “ p..., s1, c1, ..., ck, s2, ...q for some

s1, s2 P S, tciu Ď V pT q r S. By Theorem 4.1.12, |Apts2u, tc1, ..., ckuq| “

|Aptc1, ..., cku, ts2uq| “ k{2. Let τ “ p..., s1, s2, c1, ..., ck, ...q, then rpT, σq “

rpT, τq. So τ is also anther slater order of T . Continuing this process, we

get another Slater order of T which is the vertices of S form a block. �
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4.1.4 Relationship with other linear orders

Finally, let’s look at the relationship between two other linear orders

that we introduced earlier. As mentioned earlier, the SSK and the Slater

order are closely related. That’s the Corollary 4.1.15. And the Proposition

4.1.14 shows that you can think of UCpT q “ KpT q as a candidate for

Slater winner.

Proposition 4.1.14 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], 2018). Let T be a tour-

nament. If pv1, v2, ..., vnq is a Slater order of T . Then v1 is a king of T . So

every Slater winner of T is a king.

Corollary 4.1.15 (Shen [17], 2003). All Slater order of T is a sorted

sequence of kings.

By Corollary 4.1.15, a sorted sequence of kings is sometimes called weak

approximation for ranking in a tournament. But there is no relationship

between the Copeland order and the Slater order. The following example

shows that there is no intersection of the Slater orders and the Copeland

orders in the same tournament.

Example 5. Consider the tournament which has MpT q as

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1

0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

All Slater orders of T are p1, 2, 3, 4, 5q, p5, 1, 2, 3, 4q. But out-degree se-

quences of these Slater orders are p3, 2, 2, 1, 2q, p2, 3, 2, 2, 1q. They are not

Copeland orders.
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4.2 Slater winner

4.2.1 King network

Since the SSK winners of a given tournament are all candidates of

Slater winner, it is good to know properties of a king vertex. Let’s say

king network is the subtournament generated by king vertex set KpT q of

T and learn about it. For the first time, we can show that the uniqueness

of the king vertex and the existence of source vertex are equivalent.

Proposition 4.2.1 (Bang-Jensen and Gutin [1], 2018). If a tournament

T with n ě 3 vertices has no source vertex, then T has at least three kings.

Therefore, there is no tournament with 2 kings.

Proof. Let pv1, v2, ..., vnq be a Slater order of T . By the Proposition

4.1.14, v1 is a king. Let i be the smallest index such that vi P N
´pv1q and j

be the smallest index such that vj P N
´pviq. By the Proposition 4.1.1, 1 ă

j ă i and vi, vj are kings in T pxtvi, ..., vnuyq, T pxtvj, ..., vnuyq, respectively.

Since tv2, ..., vi´1u Ď N`pv1q and tv1, ..., vj´1u Ď N`pviq, v1, vi, vj are kings

in T . �

Corollary 4.2.2. A tournament T with n ě 3 vertices has a unique king

vertex if and only if T has a source vertex.

It would be nice if king vertex set KpT q is special subset of V pT q,

but it is not. The Theorem 4.2.4 shows that king network can have any

cardinality except in certain cases.

Lemma 4.2.3 ([Reid [16], 1982). If there exists an all-kings tournament

with n ě 4 vertices, then there exists an all-kings tournament with n ` 1

vertices.
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Theorem 4.2.4 (Reid [16], 1982). For any 1 ď k ď n except k “ 2 and

n “ k “ 4, there exists a tournament T with n vertices such that T has

exactly k kings.

Using the proof used in the Theorem 4.2.5, we can make the tournament

that we want to be the king network of another tournament.

Theorem 4.2.5 (Reid [16], 1982). A nontrivial tournament T is contained

in a tournament W whose kings are the vertices of T if and only if T has

no source vertex.

Proof. Let v be any vertex of T . Since T is nontrivial, N´
W pvq ‰ H.

Let k be a vertex which has the maximum out-degree in N´
W pvq. Suppose

there is a vertex z which is not in N`
W pkq YN

``
W pkq. Then d`W pkq ă d`W pzq

and z P N´
W pvq. This is a contradiction. Therefore k is also another king

in W . This implies k P V pT q. So T has no source vertex. Conversely,

since T has no source vertex, |V pT q| ě 3. Let V pT q “ tv1, v2, ...., vnu. De-

fine T 1 as a disjoint copy of T . In other words, there is an isomorphism

φ : V pT q Ñ V pT 1q such that φpviq “ wi. Make a tournament W from T and

T 1 where each vertex of T dominates each vertex of T 1 except wi dominates

vi, 1 ď i ď n. It’s easy to show that king vertices of W are exactly V pT q. �

Also by using theorem 4.2.5, we can make a tournament that has a king

vertex as v but not the SSK winner. Like the example of not being the

winner of the SSK, this theorem allows us to find various counterexamples

of candidates of Slater winner. In particular, this example will compute all

Slater orders in the algorithm section.
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Example 6. Let T be a tournament with MpT q “

»

—

—

—

—

–

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1

1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

Consider a tournament W in proof of the Theorem 4.2.5. Then the vertex

v4 is a king of W but there is no SSK of W starting from v4 because

N`
W pv4q “ tw1, w2, w3u are not kings in W r tv4u.

4.2.2 Candidates of Slater winner

Now, let’s look at the properties of the Slater winner, which is used

directly in the algorithm. If a tournament T doesn’t have a source vertex,

then we can select Slater winner candidates by using the king network.

Furthermore, the following theorem shows that Slater winners are related

to 3-circuits of king network.

Theorem 4.2.6 (Han, 2019). Suppose T is a tournament with n ě 3

vertices and without a source vertex. Then every Slater winner is contained

in a 3-circuit of T xKpT qy, where KpT q is the set of all king vertices in T .

Proof. Let pv1, ..., vnq be a Slater order of T . Suppose i is the small-

est index such that vi P N´pv1q and j is the smallest index such that

vj P N
´pviq. In the proof of proposition 4.2.1, tv1, vi, vju are kings in T

and v1 dominates vj. Therefore tv1, vi, vju forms 3-circuit in the T xKpT qy.

�

Clearly, by Theorem 4.1.10, all slater winners of T are in T1. However,

cover relations can be used to find more smaller candidates.
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Proposition 4.2.7 ([Charon [6], 1997). Let T be a tournament and T 1

be a subtournament of T generated by UCpT q. Suppose T1 and T 11 are the

first components of acyclic ordering of T and T 1, respectively. Then all

uncovered vertices are in the T1 and all Slater winners of T are in the T 11.

Note that all vertices in the same 3-circuit are in the same strong com-

ponent. Therefore, we can combine the Theorem 4.2.6 and the Proposition

4.2.7. All Slater winner of T are contained in a 3-circuit of the first com-

ponent of acyclic ordering of king network of T . Now, focus on the degree

of Slater winner. By the Proposition 4.1.1, every Slater winner of T with

n vertices has more than rn´1
2

s out-neighbors. Also there is a condition for

in-neighbors of a Slater winner. To observe this, first show the following

lemma.

Lemma 4.2.8 (Han, 2019). Let T be a tournament and σ “ pv1, ..., vnq be

a Slater order of T . Suppose T r is a tournament obtained by reversing all

arcs of T . Then the reverse order pvn, ..., v1q of σ is a Slater order of T r.

Proof. Let MpT q be a tournament matrix of T . Then there is a

permutation matrix P such that the ascending sequence of vertices cor-

responding to the rows of the matrix PMpT qP ᵀ is a σ and the sum of

the elements located under the diagonal of PMpT qP ᵀ is 9ıpT q. Since the

tournament matrix of T r is MpT qᵀ and

P tMpT q `MpT qᵀuP ᵀ “ P pJ ´ IqP ᵀ “ J ´ I,

PMpT qᵀP ᵀ has the maximum sum of the elements located under diagonal

elements. It means the order σ “ pv1, ..., vnq has the maximum number

of reversing arcs in T r. Thus the reverse order pvn, ..., v1q of σ is a Slater

order of T r. �
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Now we can see the property of the Slater winner’s in-degree using

the lemma shown earlier and the inequality we created to define the sedi-

mentation.

Theorem 4.2.9 (Han, 2019). Let T be a tournament. If v is a Slater win-

ner of T , then d´pvq ď d´´pvq.

Proof. Suppose σ “ pv1, ..., vnq is a Slater order of T . By the Lemma

4.2.8 and the Lemma 4.1.3, the reverse order σr “ pvn, ..., v1q is a Slater

order of T r and |N`
T rpv1q| ď |Gσr |. By the definition of σr-good ver-

tex, Gσr Ď N``
T r pv1q so |N`

T rpv1q| ď |N``
T r pv1q|. Finally, it is clear that

N`
T rpv1q “ N´

T pv1q, N
``
T r pv1q “ N´´

T pv1q. Therefore, the proof is done. �

In the algorithm for computing Slater orders, there is step to select

candidates for Slater winners. For this step, the aforementioned properties

are summarized as follows.

Summary 4.2.10. Let T be a tournament with n vertices and

min
wPV pT q

d´T pwq ‰ 0. Denote T 1 as the king network of T . If v P V pT q is a

Slater winner of T , then

1. v is contained in some 3-circuit of T 11

2. d`T pvq ě rn´1
2

s

3. d´T pvq ď d´´T pvq
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4.2.3 Relationship with other winners

Finally, let’s look at the relationship between the Slater winner and

the Copeland winner. Slater and Copeland are not related in winner, as in

order. For any n ě 6, There is a tournament T with n vertices such that

Copeland winners and Slater winners of T are disjoint.

Example 7. Consider the tournament T which has a tournament matrix

as follow.

MpT q “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 1 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 1 0 0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

T has a unique Slater winner as 6 but T has a unique Copeland winner as

1.

Since MODs are Copeland winners, sometimes we find relationships

with other winners in out-degree. That is, there is a value comparing the

maximum out-degree and the maximum winner’s out-degree. The Copeland

value represents this relationship.

Definition 19. Given a tournament T and ranking system for T , denote

V CsolpT q “
maxtspxq : x P SolpT qu

maxtspxq : x P V pT qu

where spxq is a score of x and SolpT q is the winners of a given ranking

system. A Copeland value of the given tournament ranking system is de-

fined as inftV CsolpT q : T P T u where T denotes the set of all tournaments.
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Fact 4.2.11. For the Slater order, a Copeland value is known as 0.5. [9]

4.3 Slater index

Finally, let’s look at the boundary values of the Slater index. These

boundary values are used as a key in the algorithm for computing Slater

order. For the first time, if T has two disjoint transitive subtournaments,

upper bound of the Slater index can be easily calculated.

Proposition 4.3.1 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). For any tournament T

and any bipartition pX1, X2q of V pT q,

9ıpT q ď 9ıpT1q ` 9ıpT2q `mint|ApX1, X2q|, |ApX2, X1q|u

where T1 and T2 are the subtournaments generated by X1 and X2, respec-

tively.

Now, let’s find boundary values that can be applied to all tournaments.

The following definitions are required.

Definition 20. A hypergraph is an ordered set H “ pV, Eq such that V

is a set of vertices of H and E is a subsets of V . E is called edges of H.

For a given tournament T , define hypergraph HpT q “ pV, Eq where V is

given by the arcs of T belonging to at least one circuit of T and E consists

of all circuits of T . HpT q is called circuit hypergraph of T .

For the reason that Slater index and minimum feedback arc set have

the same optimal value, we can say the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.3.2 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). Let T be a tournament

and HpT q be the circuit hypergraph of T . Then the Slater index 9ıpT q of T

is equal to the ξpT q which is the minimum cardinality of a vertex cover of

HpT q.

Since the computation of a minimum vertex cover is NP-hard and the

number of circuits of T can have exponential growth with respect to the

number of vertices of T , we restrict ourselves to the subgraph of circuit

hypergraph H3pT q “ pV, E3q where E3 is all 3-circuits of T . By the Propo-

sition 2.2.1, it’s reasonable. We can prove the Proposition 4.3.3 by using

the fact that H3pT q is a subgraph of HpT q.

Proposition 4.3.3 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). For any tournament

T , let ξ3pT q be the minimum cardinality of a vertex cover of H3pT q. Then

the inequality ξ3pT q ď 9ıpT q holds.

Even though the edges of H3pT q have been reduced by considering 3-

circuit, it is still NP-hard to compute the minimum cardinality of vertex

cover. Therefore, we need another lower bound of ξ3pT q.

Definition 21. Let d1, d2, d3, ... be the degrees of the vertices of H3pT q,

where the numbering is assumed to be done according to the decreasing

values of these degrees: d1 ě d2 ě d3 ě ....

Parameter χpT q is defined as the smallest integer χ verifying this inequal-

ity.
χ
ÿ

k“1

dk ě C3pT q

By using the Proposition 4.1.6 and the Proposition 2.2.2, we can com-

pute χpT q more easily than ξ3pT q. And we get the inequality χpT q ď

ξ3pT q ď 9ıpT q through the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.3.4 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). For any tournament

T , we have χpT q ď ξ3pT q.

We can find another lower bound of the Slater index by counting the

number of arc-disjoint circuit of T .

Proposition 4.3.5 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). Let νpT q be the maxi-

mum number of arc-disjoint circuits of T . Then the inequality νpT q ď 9ıpT q

holds.

Note that νpT q can be considered as the number of maximum matching

of HpT q. As a consequence of the general relationship between a maximum

matching and a minimum vertex cover of any hypergraph, we have the

Proposition 4.3.6.

Proposition 4.3.6 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). For any tournament

T , the inequality ν3pT q ď ξ3pT q holds.

Therefore ν3pT q is also lower bound of 9ıpT q. But computing νpT q is

NP-complete [4], Using νpT q or ν3pT q in an algorithm is not good.

The Ryser index ρpT q can also determine the boundary values of Slater

index.

Theorem 4.3.7 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). For any tournament T

with n vertices,

ρpT q ď 9ıpT q ď tn
a

ρpT qu.
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In summary, all the boundaries of the Slater index mentioned above

are as follows. However, the algorithm uses only ρpT q and χpT q because of

the computation time.

Summary 4.3.8. For any tournament T , the Slater index 9ıpT q of T sat-

isfies

maxtχpT q, ν3pT q, ρpT qu ď 9ıpT q ď tn
a

ρpT qu.
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Algorithms

5.1 Computing SSK

By the proof of the Proposition 3.3.2, we can make a recursive algorithm

for computing sorted sequence of kings in T .

Algorithm 5.1.1. Compute one sorted sequence of kings.

Input Data : Vertex list, Tournament matrix.

Output : One sorted sequence of kings.

AL1(Vertex list, Tournament matrix)

(a) Compute the number of vertices n.

(b) If n “ 1, return vertex list. If n “ 2, return linear order given in

order of arc.

(c) If n ě 3,

(c-1) Pick one MOD vertex v of T .
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(c-2) Compute N´
T pvq, N

`
T pvq and subtournament matrices M1pT1q,M2pT2q

where T1, T2 are subtournaments generated by N´
T pvq, N

`
T pvq, re-

spectively.

(c-3) Return linear order [AL1(N´
T pvq,M1) + v + AL1(N`

T pvq,M2)]

But this algorithm can’t compute every SSK of T . In the Example 6,

rv1, v2, v3, v4, w1, w2, w3, w4s is one of the SSKs in W , but this linear order

doesn’t came out from AL1 even if you run on all the kings. So, if you

want all SSKs of T , Use AL2 algorithm. This algorithm implements the

definition of SSK as it is.

Algorithm 5.1.2. Compute all sorted sequence of kings.

Input Data : Vertex list, Tournament matrix.

Output : All SSKs in T .

AL2(Vertex list, Tournament matrix)

(a) Compute the number of vertices n.

(b) If n “ 1, return vertex list. If n “ 2, return linear order given in

order of arc.

(c) If n ě 3, define return list R.

(c-1) Compute all king vertices of T .

(c-2) For each king vertex v, compute subtournament matrixMpT 1q

where T 1 is a subtournament of T generated by V r tvu.

(c-3) For each linear order L in AL2(V r tvu, MpT 1q), if the first

vertex of L is in N`
T pvq, add a linear order [v+L] in the R.

(c-4) Return R.
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5.2 Computing Slater order

By using AL2, we can compute all slater orders of T by comparing the

number of reversing arcs in each linear orders. However, using the various

properties shown above, we can implement the algorithm called ‘Branch

and Bound method’.

First of all, compute acyclic ordering T1, ..., Tr of T . For each strong

component Ti, use the following BB-method to obtain all Slater orders

tσiju
mi
j“1 of Ti. By Theorem 4.1.10, we get all

r
ź

i“1

mi Slater orders of T .

Now, assume that T is strong.

BB-method is basically a way to create a rooted-tree that takes into

account the number of all cases of sub-linear orders. However, at each

step in the tree, you proceed by removing nodes that you no longer need

to consider. We initialize the rooted-tree with a virtual vertex 0. Line i

consists of linear orders of i vertices. In the rooted-tree which made in

BB-method, all remaining leaves are Slater orders of T .

Figure 5.1: Rooted-tree made by BB-method
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Algorithm 5.2.1. Branch and bound method(BB-method)

Input Data : Strong tournament matrix.

Output : All Slater orders of T .

(a) Compute M “ tn
a

ρpT qu where n is the number of vertices.

(b) Find all candidates of Slater winners SWT Ď V pT q of T .

(c) For each candidate v P SWT , make a children node (v) of root node

0.

(d) For every leaf node, compute the mσ value. The mσ value defined as

follow. Each node σ, let X1 be the vertices of σ, X2 “ V pT qrX1. The

mσ is rpT1, σq`|AT pX2, X1q|`maxtχpT2q, ρpT2qu where T1 “ T xX1y,

T2 “ T xX2y.

(e) For every leaf node, check the following two things.

¨ For every node σ satisfies maxtχpT2q, ρpT2qu “ 0, make the

children node of σ as σ ` σ1 where σ1 is the Slater order of

T2 and do not proceed to the next step.

Moreover, if mσ ăM, change the value of M to mσ.

¨ If there are two nodes σ, τ such that V pσq “ V pτq but mσ ă mτ ,

do not proceed to the next step for τ .

(f) For remaining nodes σ,

if M ă mσ, do not proceed to the next step.

Else, Find all candidates of Slater winners SWT2 Ď V pT2q of T2 and

compute SWT2 XN
`
T pvσq where vσ is the last vertex of σ.

(g) For each w P SWT2XN
`
T pvσq, make a successor node σ`pwq of node

σ.
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(h) If the length of children node ă n´ 1, go to step (d).

If the length of children node “ n´ 1 , go to (i).

(i) Make a leaf σ` pwq ` pzq of rooted-tree where z is the remain vertex

of T . Each leaf, compute the remoteness of linear order.

(j) Finally, after computing all the leaves, delete all leaves which doesn’t

have the minimum value of remoteness.

Remark 5.2.2. There are some remarks in BB-method.

1. In the step (d), the value mσ means a lower bound of remoteness of

any T ’s linear order with σ as a beginning section.

2. If T has two disjoint transitive subtournament T xX1y “ T1, T xX2y “

T2, then it is better to define the value of M
as mint|ApX1, X2q|, |ApX2, X1q|, tn

a

ρpT quu.

Let’s run the BB-method. The following picture illustrates the process

of creating a rooted-tree of tournament W in the Example 6 using BB-

method.
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Before applying BB-method, only v1, v2, v3 can be the Slater Winner by

the Summary 4.2.10. Due to the way W was created, all automorphism of

W is τ0, τ1, τ2 where τjpviq “ vi`j, τjpwiq “ wi`j for j “ 0, 1, 2 pmod 3q. So

it is enough to create a rooted-tree starting with v1 through BB-method.

The figure does not describe children nodes as linear order, but as vertex

that is attached next. And the formula above each node is the value mσ

defined in (d) step.

The first thing to notice is the part where the (e) step comes out.

That is, pw2q node of the third row where the last value of the mσ is zero.

This 0 value means that the remaining tournament T2 is transitive. There-

fore, the children node of this does not attach a vertex but a unique Slater

order of T2. This node is the first leaf node of rooted-tree. Calculate the

remoteness of this linear order of T , compare it with the originalM value,

and redefine the M value with a smaller value. Smaller values of M can

increase efficiency of algorithms. Here you can see the M value changing

t8
a

ρpW qu “ 16 to 7. The same process occurs at the fourth row pw3q and

the M value changes to 6. The second thing to notice is the pv3q node of

the fourth row. Since mσ are larger thanM in this node, kill the pv3q node

without calculation for T2.

At the end of the BB-method, there will be a total of six leaf nodes. The

final leaf nodes put the remoteness value into the picture. Since rightmost

leaf node doesn’t have minimum remoteness, this is not a Slater order

of W . Therefore, there are 5 Slater orders for W , starting with v1, and

through aforementioned automorphisms we get all 15 Slater orders of W .
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If you don’t need to get all the Slater orders of T , use the follow-

ing algorithm to obtain one Slater order of T . This algorithm is possible

because of the Corollary 4.1.13.

Algorithm 5.2.3. BB-method for computing just one Slater order.

Input Data : Tournament matrix.

Output : One Slater order of T .

(a’) Before computing acyclic ordering of T , compute tSju the maximum

similar candidates sets of T .

(b’) Create a tournament W from T with each Sj combined into one ver-

tex.

(c’) Compute acyclic order of W .

(d’) For each component of W , use the changed BB-method as shown

below.

‚ Skip the step (a).

‚ change (e),(f) steps as follow.

Delete all nodes which doesn’t have the minimum value of tmσu.

Find all candidates of Slater winners SWT2 Ď V pT2q of T2 and

compute SWT2 XN
`
T pvσq where vσ is the last vertex of σ.

(e’) Each maximum similar candidates set Sj, compute Slater order and

combine all the suborders obtained above in order.
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Special examples and open

problems

6.1 (Almost) Regular tournament

With a fixed odd number of vertexes, the tournament that has the most

Copeland orders is the regular tournament. The following theorem shows

that regular tournament is the most equal tournament in terms of Slater

winner.

Theorem 6.1.1 (Charon and Hudry [8], 2010). T is a regular tournament

if and only if all vertices of T are Slater winners of T .

Proof. Suppose T is a regular tournament and σ “ pv1, ..., vnq is

a Slater order of T . Since d`pvnq “ d´pvnq “ pn ´ 1q{2, the linear order

τ “ pvn, v1, ..., vn´1q is another Slater order of T . By repeating this process,

we can see that all vertices are Slater winners of T . Conversely, let T has

n vertices. By proposition 4.1.1, d`pvq ě
n´ 1

2
for all v P V pT q. The
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inequality

ˆ

n

2

˙

“
ÿ

vPV pT q

d`pvq ě
npn´ 1q

2
implies d`pvq “

n´ 1

2
for all

v P V pT q. �

Corollary 6.1.2. Let T be a tournament with n vertices and NT be the

number of Slater orders of T . If T is regular tournament, then n | NT .

In the process of proof of the Theorem 6.1.1, we can naturally obtain

the Corollary 6.1.2. Also, one Slater order of regular tournament given,

we can get n different slater orders. If we consider this process as cyclic

group action on all Slater orders set of regular tournament, then there are

representations of orbit. The following is an open problem for this process.

Open Problem 1. Let T be a regular tournament. Which Hamiltonian

dicycles are the generators of the Slater orders of T? And how many Hamil-

tonian dicycles are generators of the Slater orders of T?

Easy to show that every circular tournament are (almost) regular tour-

nament. The following theorem provides a partial solution to the Open

problem 1.

Theorem 6.1.3 (Charon and Hudry [9], 2011). Let T be a circular tour-

nament with n vertices and NT be the number of Slater orders of T . If n is

odd, then NT “ n. The unique representation of Slater order is p1, 2, ..., nq.

If n is even, then NT “ 1. The unique Slater order of T is p1, 2, ..., nq.

Now we will focus on the tournament indices. Both Ryser index and

Slater index can be regarded as the value of difference from transitive

tournament. The following is an answer to whether the (almost) regular

tournament is the tournament that differs most from the transitive tour-

nament.
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Theorem 6.1.4 (Charon and Hudry [7], 2003). Denote Rn as the maxi-

mum value of Ryser index in the set of all tournaments with n vertices. If

n is odd, then Rn “ pn
2´1q{8 and this value is attained by and only by the

regular tournament. If n is even, then Rn “ pn
2 ´ 2nq{8 and this value is

attained by all the tournament whose first n{2 scores are equal to pn´2q{2

or whose last n{2 scores are equal to n{2 which includes the almost regular

tournament.

However, for the Slater index, it remains a conjecture.

Conjecture 6.1.5 (Bermond [3], 1972). Denote In as the maximum value

of Slater index in the set of all tournaments with n vertices. If n is odd,

then In is attained by regular tournament. If n is even, there exists an

almost regular tournament which has a Slater index as In.

6.2 Brualdi-Li tournament

This paper concludes with a special example of almost regular tourna-

ments and its properties. It is a Brualdi-Li tournament.

Definition 22. The Brualdi-Li tournament TBL is an almost regular

tournament which has the tournament matrix as

MpTBLq “

«

Un{2 Uᵀn{2

Uᵀn{2 ` In{2 Un{2

ff

,

where Uk is the k ˆ k strictly upper triangular matrix with ones in all

entries above the main diagonal.
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Note that Uk is the transitive tournament matrix with k vertices. There-

fore, TBL has two disjoint transitive subtournaments. To learn more about

the property of BL-tournament, we would like to define the tournament’s

new linear order, ‘Perron ranking’, through the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2.1 (Perron-Frobenius Theorem). If the matrix A has nonneg-

ative entries, then there exists an eigenvector v with nonnegative entries,

corresponding to a positive eigenvalue λ. Furthermore, if the matrix A is

irreducible, the eigenvector v has strictly positive entries and the corre-

sponding eigenvalue λ is unique and simple and is the largest eigenvalue

of A in absolute value. The largest eigenvalue λ is called Perron root of

A and the corresponding eigenvector v is called Perron vector of A.

The meaning of the tournament matrix is irreducible is equivalent to

a given tournament being a strong tournament. It is natural to give all

tournaments linear orders in linear extension of acyclic ordering, so we can

define them in a strong tournament when you define a ranking.

Definition 23. Let MpT q be an irreducible tournament matrix and v be

a Perron vector of MpT q. A linear order of vertices of T given in non-

increasing order of entries in the v is called Kendall-Wei ranking or

Perron ranking of T .
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Example 8. BL-tournament with 6 vertices.

This tournament has a unique Slater order as py1, y2, y3, x1, x2, x3q and

a unique Perron ranking as py1, y2, y3, x3, x2, x1q. There are 3! ˆ 3! “ 36

Copeland orders and 9ıpTBL6q “ 3, ρpTBL6q “ 3.

It is known that the previous example holds for all BL-tournaments.

Fact 6.2.2. Let TBL be a BL-tournament with n vertices.

(a) TBL is a circular tournament. Therefore, TBL has a unique Slater

order.

(b) TBL has a unique Perron ranking. [Chen [10], 2014]

(c) ρpTBLq “ Rn.

(d) TBL has the maximum Perron root in the set of all tournaments with

n vertices.

(e) 9ıpTBLq “
n2 ´ 2n

8
.

Note that (d) is a Brualdi-Li conjecture [5] and proven in 2012. [12]

Finally, I studied the various indices of the tournament, but it was very

sad because I can not find any index that satisfies the following properties.

I will try to find the answer to the following open problem.
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Open Problem 2. Can we make an index ϕ on the set of all tournament

T which satisfies ‘ϕpT q “ 0 implies T has a unique Slater order’?
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국문초록

토너먼트란유향그래프중서로다른두개의모든꼭짓점이한방향으로인접한그

래프이다.이것은스포츠리그결과나선호도와같은여러경쟁의결과로이용된다.

경쟁의 순위로써 토너먼트에는 ‘Slater 순서’, ‘Copeland 순서’, ‘Sorted sequence

of kings’ 등 여러 선형순서가 있다. 그리고 선형순서의 첫 번째 꼭짓점은 경쟁의

우승자 꼭짓점으로 불린다. 우리는 이 중 ‘Slater order’에 집중하고자 한다.

‘Slater 순서’란 토너먼트 꼭짓점들의 선형순서 pv1, v2, ..., vnq중 집합 tpvi, vjq :

i ă ju의 크기가 가장 큰 선형순서를 말한다. 이 논문에서는 ‘Slater 순서’와 ‘Slater

우승자’ 의 여러 성질 및 다른 선형 순서와의 비교를 말하고자 한다. 또한 ‘Slater

인덱스’의경곗값을이용하여주어진토너먼트의 ‘Slater순서’를계산하는 Branch

and bound 방법을 보여주고자 한다. 마지막으로 특별한 예시와 열린문제를 소개

한다.

주요어휘:토너먼트, Slater순서, Slater우승자, Slater인덱스, King꼭짓점

학번: 2014-22353
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